Enrollment of International Students Back on Rise

BY NYANCIA WILLIAM/Inside Campus "Outlines 1958"

According to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the number of international students in the United States is back on the rise.

In 2007, the enrollment of international students in the United States was down. This year, the number of international students is up 3.9 percent, according to the most recent data from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

In 2007, school year marks the seventh year the number of international students has been higher than the previous year. These numbers have been on the rise since 2000, when the number of international students was 1.3 million.

The top five countries sending students to the United States are China, India, South Korea, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

The draft has been a controversial issue in recent years, with some arguments being that the military should be the only one to serve in the military, and others arguing that the draft is a necessary part of our defense system.

The draft was reinstated in 1973, after being suspended during the Vietnam War.

The draft has been a controversial issue in recent years, with some arguments being that the military should be the only one to serve in the military, and others arguing that the draft is a necessary part of our defense system.

The draft has been a controversial issue in recent years, with some arguments being that the military should be the only one to serve in the military, and others arguing that the draft is a necessary part of our defense system.
Most students imagine the mathematics course at Howard. When a student is having trouble in other classes, chances are they will look for the department or student assistants for help. Yet some students are reluctant to ask help from the math department.

Some students feel that the math department is too busy or that they are not welcome in the classroom through office hours, appointments and rigorous course loads.

"Our professors are highly trained and qualified and are available outside of the classroom through office hours and communication through the internet," said Gregory Smith, a junior in mathematics major and student tutor in the math lab, explained that there are many sources for help. "The math lab could hire a complete person because we're already under staffed," he said. "However, students need to remember that the tutors are also students and are sometimes struggling with understanding and patience."

Students may believe that the math department is too busy, the students drop or fail the course. Majoring in accounting has become a reality. Cauley explained. "It's very important for me to maintain my grades." Cauley has maintained her first 4.0 GPA since her freshman year at Howard University. Her high school with a 3.9 GPA, Cauley said she meditated every day and studied throughout high school.

"I was so happy when I found out I would be attending Howard University because a lot of people don't have the opportunity to continue their education," Cauley explained. "It's very important for me to study my grades.

Cauley has maintained this 4.0 GPA since her freshman year at Howard University with a 3.9 GPA, Cauley said she meditated every day and studied throughout high school.

Although she may not return to her room until late, Cauley still schedules "time out" before going to sleep.

During Cauley's "time out" she usually spends time alone to "clear her head and prepare for tomorrow." She is very clear as to what she wants to make her work on computer America as a partner at a large firm.

Cauley is well on her way to achieving this goal as she is currently a member of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, National Association of Black Accountants, and Chi Alpha Psi.

While having pulled two all-nighters already for this semester, Cauley still makes time to relax. Cauley stated that she never misses out on the important things and feels that she is doing enough. If Cauley is having trouble with her career goals, Cauley stated that she never misses out on the important things and feels that she is doing enough. If Cauley is having trouble with her career goals, Cauley stated that she never misses out on the important things and feels that she is doing enough.
Draft Being Considered to Up Numbers, Diversity

Many of Ramp's Democratic colleagues strongly oppose the policy. "I don't favor it," said Michigan Senator Carl Levin, a Democratic colleague of Nancy Pelosi's who will head the Senate Armed Services Committee. Levin said his opposition was largely because of his belief that military support should be a "shared sacrifice." "I think at a time where we have a lot of opportunities here, obviously if you have family over here, it's better than being somewhere completely different," he added. "I was a lot of times critical of the United States, and I think that it's a burden.

This policy permits the military to extend the active duty periods of some military retirees. Approximately 250,000 soldiers are affected by this policy. Any FJU.T. student typically has a family who will benefit from this. We are a better nation when our military members are strengthened from the inside out. This is a policy that is being proposed to strengthen the military. It will put too much of a strain on the military. They don't want to do anything to make their lives better. It's just a way to strengthen the military. I think it has a lot of potential for doing that. It's a policy that I think is important.

Some people believe that it's a burden. I think they are not looking at the big picture. If you look at the big picture, you can see that it's a burden. But the big picture is that it's a way to strengthen the military. It's a policy that I think is important.

The Department of Defense has indicated that it is pushing the policy to increase the numbers of military personnel. If someone does not want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it. It's a policy that I think is important.

This policy was proposed to increase the numbers of military personnel. It's a policy that I think is important. If someone doesn't want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it.

If someone doesn't want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it. This policy was proposed to increase the numbers of military personnel. It's a policy that I think is important. If someone doesn't want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it.

The Department of Defense has indicated that it is pushing the policy to increase the numbers of military personnel. If someone does not want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it. This policy was proposed to increase the numbers of military personnel. It's a policy that I think is important. If someone doesn't want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it.

This policy was proposed to increase the numbers of military personnel. It's a policy that I think is important. If someone doesn't want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it. This policy was proposed to increase the numbers of military personnel. It's a policy that I think is important. If someone doesn't want to do something, they're not going to do it. If they want to do it, they will do it.
Becoming his Web page, Obama has also stressed the importance of being able to reach out to voters through social media. He has said that his election campaign in 2008 was a “new kind of politics,” where candidates could use the Internet to connect with voters directly. Obama has also emphasized the importance of empowering young people and using innovative strategies to communicate his message. This approach has been particularly successful in attracting younger voters and increasing turnout among young people. Obama’s campaign highlighted the role of the Internet in modern politics, showcasing how technology can be used to engage voters and mobilize support. This shift towards digital campaigning has become a hallmark of modern presidential elections, with candidates using social media and online platforms to reach out to voters and build their base. Overall, Obama’s use of the Internet in his campaign set a new standard for political communication and strategy, influencing future generations of politicians and their approaches to campaigning.
A Honeywell scholarship with an internship.

The Honeywell Innovators Scholarship Program will provide a significant monetary award to help offset education expenses as you complete your final year of undergraduate or graduate studies in engineering, science or technology.

But more than that, the program provides a Honeywell internship to let us — and you — explore what we can offer each other professionally.

For eligibility and other information, visit: www.honeywell.com/careers/innovators_program.html

Application deadline is December 15, 2006.

Honeywell

You're Young, Black, Beautiful, and Going Places

Don't let HIV stop you in your tracks.
Get tested. Use a condom. It's that simple.
PROTECT YOURSELF. PROTECT YOUR FUTURE.
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST
www.provost.howard.edu
Tuesday, November 28 - Friday, December 1, 2006

Tuesdays, November 28
2:00 pm
SEMINAR: "Incumbency, Optimal Pricing, Cost-Reduction Investment, Goodwill and Fringe Expansion"
Dr. K. W. Dornbush, Department of Economics
Location: Blackburn Library, East Gallery Room

Week in Academics at Howard

Wednesday, November 29
12:00 noon
CONCERT: Graduate Jazz Orchestra
Performance: Ron Van Poll and Greg Jones
Location: Blackburn Library, East Gallery Room

Thursday, November 30
11:00 am - 2 pm
EXHIBITS AND TESTING: World AIDS Day "Stop AIDS; Keep the Promise: Accountability"
Funding provided by the Division of Health Promotion and Women's Health and the NASA/JHU Institute for Space Studies.
Location: Blackburn Library, East Gallery Room

Friday, December 1
12:00 noon
LECTURE: "Dopamine D2 Receptor Ligands as Tools for In Vivo Investigation in Models of Drug Abuse"
Dr. Amjad A. Alnawas, Associate Professor of Pharmacology, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
Location: Blackman Library, East Gallery Room

Future Events
Friday, December 1, 12 noon
LECTURE: "Vibrational Spectroscopy, Molecular Dynamics, and Hydrogen Bonding in Aqueous and Complex Solutions"
Professor J. Kamer, Associate Professor of Chemistry, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Location: Chemistry Building, Room 04

Sunday, December 10, 5:00 pm
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS CONCERT
Howard University Choir
Location: Theodore Chapel, West Campus
SPORTS
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The Lady Bison Come Up Short Against GMU

By CARYN GRANT

The Lady Bison basketball home-opener against George Mason (8-1) went to the wire Friday night when the Patriots that left Fairfax District Courthouse, after tied 84-87, to victory Howard.

The Patriots jumped out to a 13-point lead after two minutes, led by guard Monica Keyes (14 points) and center Jessica Adan sparking a run down the stretch, combining for 20 points. Senior forward Seoyoun Moore and junior point guard Shari Carlisle scored the first nine points of the half for the home team.

"The Patriots pointed in every quarter, keeping their distance and pushing the margin over double digits," said coach Cathy Person. "We called a couple of timeouts and the Lady Bison responded with a three-pointer from senior forward Jonnice Wade, who alone had outscored the rest of the Patriots, tallying eight of Mason's points. Wade was finally put away with a pair of free throw attempts in the final two minutes, but the Patriots took advantage of a foul and missed lay-in to widen the gap to 15-11 in favor of the Lady Bison coming out of the break in the 1st half. The Lady Bison came out of the break with heightened intensity, scoring 12 points in the opening two minutes, led by junior forward Seoyoun Moore and sophomore Lonely Moore, scoring the first nine points of the half for the home team.

"The Patriots pointed in every quarter, keeping their distance and pushing the margin over double digits," said coach Cathy Person. "We called a couple of timeouts and the Lady Bison responded with a three-pointer from senior forward Jonnice Wade, who alone had outscored the rest of the Patriots, tallying eight of Mason's points. Wade was finally put away with a pair of free throw attempts in the final two minutes, but the Patriots took advantage of a foul and missed lay-in to widen the gap to 15-11 in favor of the Lady Bison coming out of the break in the 1st half. The Lady Bison came out of the break with heightened intensity, scoring 12 points in the opening two minutes, led by junior forward Seoyoun Moore and sophomore Lonely Moore, scoring the first nine points of the half for the home team."

Scott agrees that attending or watching a sporting event is a positive working together.

"Primarily in our culture, sports and holidays influence one another. Whether it has a positive or negative outcome, our society continues to tie sports and the holiday season together."

Junior forward Chris Adan commemorated a three-pointer, finishing the game with 11 points.

Felderbach took a shot from three outside the arc and hit a three-pointer, finishing the game with 15 points.

Senior MonicaKeyes (14 points) fired up an up-and-under move, making the shot and converting the free throw to call the Lady Bison within five.

Shaw's 3-pointer with 3:13 on the clock would be Howard's last made field goal, as the Patriots worked the rebound component of the ball for over a minute due to a Bison turnover and three offensive rebounds.

"I believe fatigue and a lack of mental awareness hurt us down the stretch," explained Parrish. "That was the difference of the final win." The Lady Bison finally got the ball back with just under 25 seconds left, but didn't execute their final three-point attempt blocked and rebounded by junior Aisha Sant solely and connected on both free throw attempts.

The Patriots finished the ball, but called a timeout with four seconds left that could be called for a backcourt violation. Only down by one possession, the Lady Bison ran out of the time with full pressure on, looking for a steal and a quick three.

Carlisle drove the ball in and banked a three from just over the half-court with two seconds left, but the ball rolled outside of the backboard and was retrieved by the Patriots.

The Lady Bison saved the ball and turned a three from just over the half-court with two seconds left, but the ball rolled outside of the backboard and was retrieved by the Patriots.

"I think this event is really one-for-all, said Parrish. "We're looking at it as a game that's been going on for over a century. You name it that's gone on since the Civil War and we're taking it to this day. We're not participating, we're not part of this Patriots. We're here to support and be a part of that Patriots' culture."
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The Lady Bison will travel to Northern Illinois, to take on the Lady Hawks of the University of Maryland-Eastern Shore, as they open their conference play Saturday at 2 p.m.
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Demeter Fragrances Adds a New Twist to Scents

BY ANJELA HORSE

After getting dressed, many students find themselves at stores with their favorite fragrances. Some have even gone so far as to identify themselves by their favorite fragrances. 

"There are two main types of fragrances," said Demeter's marketing director, "animalistic and floral." Animalistic fragrances tend to be more musky, while floral fragrances are more delicate.

"I think the key to choosing the right fragrance is to find something that complements your personality," said Demeter's CEO. "For example, if you're someone who is more outgoing and social, you might want to go with a fragrance that is more fragrant and full of life. On the other hand, if you're someone who is more reserved and private, you might want to go with a fragrance that is more subtle and understated.

Demeter offers a wide range of fragrances, from the bold and spicy to the soft and sweet. They are sold at most major retailers, including Macy's, Dillard's, and Neiman Marcus.

One of Demeter's newest fragrances is "Provocateur," a spicy and seductive perfume that is perfect for a night out on the town. Another popular fragrance is "Black Orchid," which is a rich and aromatic scent that is perfect for a winter evening.

So next time you're out shopping, take some time to explore the world of fragrance and find something that complements your personality.
Undergraduate Trustee Excellence

From the second Jabari Smith announcement he was running for undergraduate trustee. His approach to student government has been fresh and innovative. Having no anxiety or ready-made plans for his campaign platform, he simply ran on his name: Jabari Smith.

Since he was declared a winner, he has given all of us at trustees, including myself, an even more lasting impression of a young man of high standards and the best Undergraduate Trustee. Report, we at The Hilltop proudly grade our trustee candidate A.

We have been following Smith’s leadership since his arrival on campus. Spoken to his self-named platform, Smith reminded how he didn’t want to make any false promises to students when running for the office. We agreed with him and together the campus is looking at a positive future.

Smith has done, and that takes a lot of this country’s political leadership. The world, at least Smith has looked at us and treated us as worthy of perception, and plans by his deeds rather than the enticing arguments of legitimacy, heart and inclusion.

The role of student trustee is one of the hardest and misunderstood jobs, but Smith has excelled at and touched on the heart and mind of every student through his interest in student government.

Student trustee is not just a title, it is a role. The Trustees evaluated Jabari Smith’s seriousness in finding and developing a committee that has delivered is something he is proud of. Jabari Smith has consistently shown great leadership in every aspect of those promises.

Jabari Smith has consistently shown great leadership in every aspect of those promises. His willingness to meet with the student body, his creativity and charm has been secured funding through the help of other students, but we hope Jabari Smith has done, and that takes a lot of this country’s political leadership. The world, at least Smith has looked at us and treated us as worthy of perception, and plans by his deeds rather than the enticing arguments of legitimacy, heart and inclusion.
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CLASSIFIEDS
The Hilltop prints Hilltops every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The first 24 words are $10 and $25 for each additional word.
ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE PAID FOR AND SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE. $3 LATE FEE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS NOT SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE.

Payment acceptable by cash or check. Any questions please contact The Hilltop Business Office (202) 886-4749 or by e-mail: www.hilltopbusiness@gmail.com

Stop the Violence Rally Meeting
7 p.m., Blackburn Reading Lounge
If you wish to participate at the rally, you MUST attend.

Are you graduating this year?
If so, Yearbook Picture Time is back
When: Monday, Nov. 27-Monday Dec. 4
Where: Blackburn Music Listening Room (Basement Level)
Time: 10am-6pm
Cost: $20.00 (Sitting fee includes 6 poses: 3 w/cap and gown, and 3 however you like)

U.S. ARMY RESERVE
FINISH YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE WHILE SERVING IN THE U.S. ARMY RESERVE. GET HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE AND AN ADDITIONAL PAYCHECK EVERY MONTH IN THE U.S. ARMY RESERVE. YOU WILL TRAIN NEAR HOME AND SERVE WHEN NEEDS. EARN UP TO $23,000 FOR COLLEGE COSTS AND $4,500 IN TUITION ASSISTANCE PER YEAR, PLUS ENLISTMENT BONUSES UP TO $20,000. TO FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT 1-800-USA-ARMY.

EGSA PRESENTS... HO! HO! HO!
CHRISTMAS WINTER WEEKEND GETAWAY SWEEPSTAKES TRIP $95 DEPOSIT TO RESERVE SPOT DUE 12/1, Wed 12/6, Thurs 12/7 IN EGSA OFFICE BLACKBURN BUILDING 108
DON’T MISS THE HOTTEST SKI TRIP OF THE YEAR!

HOME-BASED WELLNESS STUDIO SEeks HAIR MODELS. MODELS RECEIVE 1 FREE SERVICE. OTHER SERVICES INCLUDE FACIALS, FOOT/HAND MASSAGES, STRESS/AROMATHERAPY. CALL CLAUDIA 202-445-7600 FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

NICE ROOM FOR RENT, N.W. FOR FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, SEPERATE BATH, NEAR BUS/METRO, QUIET AREA, FURNISHED/UNFURNISHED. CALL 202-866-3934

DOWNTOWN HOUSE FOR RENT 225 12TH STREET, N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C.
3 BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 BATHS, CENTRAL HEAT (GAS) AND AIR CONDITIONING, HARDWARE FLOORS. TWO BLOCKS FROM HOWARD UNIVERSITY AND SUBAY. $1,800.00 PLUS SECURITY DEPOSIT. CALL LEN 301-292-0994

Golden Key Induction Ceremony
Friday, 7pm Blackburn East Ballroom

*WIN FREE TICKETS* *WIN FREE TICKETS*
Spirit Competition & Quiz Bowl November 29, 2006 12:00 Noon PUNCHOUT

November 29, 2006

THE HILLTOP